Connecting Worldwide Community to Decentralized World

A Future of Decentralized Finance Ecosystem
www.etherconnect.co

An open cross-chain
ecosystem for
Decentralized
exchange, settle, &
manage synthetic
assets worldwide in
real-time.
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WHO WE ARE

Etherconnect a Non-governance
Ecosystem Community.

The Etherconnect is an open-source decentralized finance ecosystem platform, which
is designed for enhance the future of decentralized finance industry with new trend
of stablecoin, mortgage, income agriculture and DeFi protocol.
Etherconnect is an algorithmic, autonomous interest rate agreement established for
investors to unlock broad prospects for financial returns for long terms in this current
growing industry. Etherconnect Financial services is based on DeFi smart legacy
systems which is becoming a new smart platform in the market with POW & POS.
Over the past few years, Blockchain technology has paved the way for a paradigm
shift. So same as Etherconnect is going to change the world of DeFi.
Etherconnect ecosystem aims to provide its investors, business users & large traders
with multiple opportunities and benefits to make profits every day. The Etherconnect
community enhanced the encrypted financial platform and merged the DeFi protocol
with the cross-chain governance protocol. This will help us find all the needs of likeminded people who love freedom and the independence of the Etherconnect
community. Etherconnect connecting the possibility of stable income in a very
unstable way.
Etherconnect Empowering Financially by Distributing Decentralized Finance Value
www.etherconnect.co

What is Etherconnect
Etherconnect is a decentralized financial ecosystem which is
self-regulating worldwide community. Etherconnect is one
of the fast-growing ecosystem in the world which is most
secure & safe in the history of decentralized finance.









Effective incentives for liquidity providers
Quick coin distribution
Instant rewards distribution
Ream time liquidity migration
Transparent, P2P and decentralized support system
A self-executing platform
100% verified and secure platform
Non-governmental
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Econnect Limited

We aren’t afraid
to be different
Executive Summary

The Mission

Etherconnect ecosystem is a
robust decentralized finance
ecosystem built on the
Ethereum & Binance Smart
Chain (BSC), it allows
issuance, trade, and
management of
decentralized derivative
assets

Etherconnect ecosystem is a
robust decentralized finance
ecosystem built on the
Ethereum & Binance Smart
Chain (BSC), it allows
issuance, trade, and
management of
decentralized derivative
assets
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What we do?

We make it simple
and significant
Etherconnect is a network protocol ecosystem that allows arbitrary data—not
just tokens—to be transferred across Blockchains. It means Etherconnect is a true
multi-chain ecosystem environment where things like cross-chain registries &
cross-chain computation are possible. Etherconnect ecosystem protocol can
transfer the cross-chain data across public, open, permission less Blockchains as
well as private, permissioned Blockchains.
This whole process makes it possible to build advance applications that get
permissioned data from a Etherconnect private blockchain and use it on a public
blockchain. For instance, a business users & private, permissioned records chain
could send a proof to a transaction-verification smart contract on a public chain
using Etherconnect Ecosystem.
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Community-built Interfaces

Why Etherconnect
Etherconnect starts from where Innovation Exit

Etherconnect is a Self Regulated non-governance Decentralized
Financial community-based ecosystem. It is not only faster & more
scalable, but also designed to work with other networks. This would
allow the community to build the cross-chain captivity in single
application, Etherconnect is one of the Fast & secure Platform in
Decentralized finance history. As ECC DeFi Community promises
faster, more inclusive and transparent system. The nascent industry
however requires ion and automatically trigger a smart job offers
with the network. greater integrate.
 Effective Liquidity Incentives & Fast Coin Distribution
 Instant Reward Distribution
 Transparent, P2P, Decentralized Support System
 A 100% Verified & self Executing Platform
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Etherconnect Industry Growth

Etherconnect Ecosystem
v
Industry Challenges

Lack of Technological
Innovation
The market lacks technological
innovation for a transparent,
smooth, and automated
process for the issuance and
management of decentralized
derivatives

Design
Limitations

Trust-based
Ecosystem

Lack of appropriate tools and
resources to innovate the design
process for the issuance of
derivative assets. Limited
options to enable a design mix
comprising several assets.

Financial derivative contracts
require intermediaries that
govern, manage, and enable trust
between two entities. The current
standards of engaging with
derivatives are expensive

Permissioned
Blockchain
The current market has restrictive
and permissioned architecture for
engaging in derivatives. The
system lacks transparency between
the parties involved in transactions
of synthetic assets
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Benefits of Etherconnect

Build Your Future With
Staking Ether
Explore the world of DeFi with Etherconnect. Our Ecosystem is design
to mint your deposit tokens & reward tokens for every digital asset of
your deposit and make profit for you. We use them to store, exchange
and transfer your deposits and rewards in almost any protocol and
wallet that supports ERC-20, TRC-20, BSC or any other cross-chain
network.
By joining the Etherconnect, you will also have the opportunity to
participate in the other Etherconnect ecosystem which help you to join
the Etherconnect own blockchain on proof of stake mechanism. So you
can (stakes) and get ETH rewards in return every week.
The Etherconnect opens up opportunities to generate more revenue to
make more profits. It also enables investors and users to invest in
Different decentralized ecosystem from day one, without the need for
technical setup and maintenance. You can get rewards from the
staking option you choose.

We offers staking on the proof-of-stake blockchain & Binance smart
chain platform and deliver the rewards from day one.
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Welcome to the Future of Decentralized World with

Etherconnect Ecosystem

At the today's stage Etherconnect ecosystem is one of the largest
community in the world, and it is just because of its ultimate services and
strong future roadmap, even its customers and investors with insights on
trends and developments in the crypto space.
ECC provide an in-depth look at selected topics ranging from
cryptocurrency fundamentals to market analyses and help to grow your
investment with its great decentralized finance ecosystem.
ECC ecosystem is is working on it DeFi Layer 2 lending protocol, which we
designed to maximize scalability, composability, and growth.
The whole ecosystem promotes end-to-end lending and borrowing of
digital assets and related financial products by operating on a
decentralized network. It will be a game-changing feature that
distinguishes Etherconnect from other DeFi projects is its development on
the Binance Smart Chain (BSC) network and Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs)
with utility in next target.
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Our Process allocation

The 8 Pillars Etherconnect

Unparalleled
access to the
real-world
Decentralized
assets

Minimal
usage of
oracles
design
possibilities

Self
Customized
derivative
DeFi Protocol

Trustless
architecture
with affordable
decentralized
derivatives

NonGovernance
Blockchain
Custodial
www.etherconnect.co

Etherconnect Ecosystem

Etherconnect Protocol

EIFI Finance
EIFI Finance is one of the fastest
growing protocol Which help the
worldwide community with Yield
Farming, Smart staking, Lending, and
AMM DEX platform services, EIFI will
change the shape of Decentralized
finance industry.

PandaInu
PandaInu is another world’s most
popular platform of Etherconnect.
PandaInu is a Meme coin and
launching its own BSC based Dapp
wallet. Which can help this
community to save transaction fee
on each digital asset transfer.

Future Making Finance
Etherconnect is working on its
Future making Finance
platform, where you can grow
your earnings with different
ways. We will share the more
update once our team complete
this platform.
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Ether Yield Farming

EIFI Finance

EIFI Ecosystem allows developers, liquidity providers and
traders participate I in Financial Space. We contribute to
the near future of new world DEFI.
Released: Jun 15, 2021 Binance's BEP20 Blockchain
Network Launch Price: $ 0.10 USD
Current Price: $ 87 USD on Coinmaketcap
Historical Value: $ 380 USD per coin on Pancake swap and Poocoin

TOKENS RELEASED
EIFI & PANDAINU (PWT)
The launched tokens are already launched by Etherconnect, and
the holders of these tokens, are converting it in to small capitals
to large ones, around the world
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A DEX for the BSC Ecosystem

EIFI Finance A Future of DEX
EIFI Ecosystem allows developers, liquidity providers and traders
participate I in Financial Space. We contribute to the near future of
new world DEFI.
EIFI Finance AMM DEX platform is a decentralized finance protocol
built on Tezos/Binance Smart Chain (BSC) . EIFI Finance is launching It
AMM DEX platform in October 2021. And It will provide you a unique
trading platform on the Tezos / BSC, EIFI Finance will become the
largest automated market maker (AMM) on the network as of 2022.
As a DEX platform, EIFI Finance facilitates cryptocurrency trading
without a centralized exchange service. Although EIFI Finance DEX
resides on the Tezos / BSC, it has no affiliation with the
centralized Binance exchange platform and its team. This dynamic
emulates the structure of other popular AMM DEXs like Uniswap,
which is built on Ethereum, but operates as a completely independent
third-party protocol. In exploring DEX protocols like EIFI Finance, it's
helpful first to understand how AMMs work.

#PWT MEME COIN

PandaInu

PandaInu is an innovative decentralized finance wallet
ecosystem that allows users to secure the digital currency
and allow users to increase the revenue in between
different tokens. The Panda wallet platform deploys low
transaction fees and slippages for any token transactions.

PandaInu is Meme Project Backed with Actual Real Use
Case of Decentralized Crypto Wallets with Military Grade
Security.

PandaInu Tokenomics
PWT Pre-sale = 60%
Development Team = 20%
Marketing & public relations = 10%

#PWT TOTAL SUPPLY

475 Billion

#PWT AIRDROP

10% Token
www.etherconnect.co

The most trusted & secure crypto wallet

Panda Wallet

PandaInu development community is building the Panda Wallet for
Smart chain (BNB) The PandaInu mobile wallet app works with several
crypto tokens and blockchain wallets. With PandaInu Wallet, you can
control over your funds. Receive, send, store and exchange your
cryptocurrency within the mobile and web interface.
With the help of Panda Wallet, you can be easy to Access
Cryptocurrencies anywhere in the world. The Panda Wallet is an advance
Binance smart chain wallet for you if you want to access & follow these
way.







Buy Bitcoin in under five minutes
Exchange your crypto without leaving the app
Easily earn interest on the crypto in your wallet
Track charts and prices within the app
Keep your crypto safe from hackers & scammers
See your collectibles. Art & NFTs in one place
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Future Roadmap of PandaInu

PandaInu Is A Future

PandaInu NFT marketplaces platforms will create a option platform
where PandaInu can mint, store, display, and trade Panda NFTs.
PandaInu community will play a pivotal role in the explosion of the
growth of PandaInu NFTs and its market cap growth.

PandaInu NFTs future platform can enhance the fan experience.
PandaInu NFTs platform also establish the real value for blockchain
world by creating and enforcing true scarcity. The PandaInu NFT
unique experiences will be the next wave of NFT marketplace.
PandaInu upcoming NFT marketplace will charge exorbitant gas
fees from worldwide creators’ they will spend only $1 per artwork
on the PandaInu NFT platform. The new PandaInu upcoming
platform is built using a layer-two blockchain architecture and will
go a step ahead of competition with their low energy impact and
considerably low gas fee to support the upcoming artists in the arts
PandaInu ecosystem.
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What is Staking

Etherconnect Staking
Etherconnect Staking is a way to put your digital asset to
multiply your assets though decentralized finance way and
earn improved APY & rewards on it. ECC Staking
cryptocurrencies is also a process that involves committing
your crypto assets to support a blockchain network and
confirm transactions. It's available with cryptocurrencies
that use the proof-of-stake & POW model to process
payments. Etherconnect automated platform use the
cross-chain network platform to earn better rewards and
APY for its worldwide community.
ECC community consists of keeping funds in a different
cryptocurrency wallet, for support security and operations
of a blockchain network. Simply put, staking is the act to
leave blocked in deposit cryptocurrencies to receive
rewards.
www.etherconnect.co

ECC Coin Total Supply
1 Billion

1,000,000,000

ECC Coin
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How to Earn Profit with Etherconnect

ECC Coin Distribution Plan
Let’s grow your income with ECC Coin
All active users will be receiving daily income in
the amount according to the chart on this
page which can be withdraw daily.
All you need to buy the ECC coin from
Pancakeswap & and other exchange and stake
your ECC coin with ECC smart staking protocol,
and you will start earning from 0.33% to
0.58% on your total capital per day, which
equates to a passive profit monthly from 10%
to 17.5%

ECC Coin Staking Timeline is 365 Days.

$50 to $1000

10% Monthly & Receive Daily

$1001 to $5000

13% Monthly & Receive Daily

$5001 to $10000

16% Monthly & Receive Daily

$10001 to $100000

17.5% Monthly & Receive Daily
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Lets Build Your Community With Us.

ECC Coin Level Income

Let’s get started to earn Income form Etherconnect recommend ECC 10 Level referral plan.

NOTE:
 1st Direct Business Instantly Open 2nd, 3rd & 4th Level Active.
 2nd Direct Business Instantly Open 5th, 6th & 7th Level Active.
 3rd Direct Business Instantly Open 8th, 9th & 10th Level Active.

1 Level

8% Direct

2 Level

3%

3 Level

3% Direct

4 Level

1% Direct

5 Level

0.5% Direct

6 Level

0.5% Direct

7 Level

0.5% Direct

8 Level

0.5% Direct

9 Level

0.25% Direct

10 Level

0.25% Direct
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Lets Build Your Community With Etherconnect

Sponsor Level Daily Income
Maximizing your
profit with advance
revenue stream from
Etherconnect sponsor
level daily income.
Etherconnect
commonly known as
DeFi protocol which
started to draw much
more interest as a
wave of new hit in
the crypto market.

1 st L e v e l

10% Direct

2 nd L e v e l

5% Direct

3 rd L e v e l

3% Direct

4 th L e v e l

3% Direct

5 th L e v e l

1% Direct
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Etherconnect

Ranking & Rewards

Ranking & Rewards are eligible as pre each ranking level
should 30% business count from 1 business Leg.
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ECC Business Strategies & Conditions
ECC Business

RACER

GLADIATOR

$50,000 Team

CYCLONE

BLACK PANTHER

TORNADO

TYPHOON

2 Racer From 2

2 Gladiator From 2

2 Tornado From 2

2 Typhoon From 2

2 Cyclone From 2

Business From

different legs. + Your

different legs. + Your

different legs. + Your

different legs. + Your

different legs. + Your

staking from 3 Legs

team will stake $.175

team will stake $.4

team will stake $1

team will stake $3

team will stake $10

& it required 30%

million Team Business

million Team Business

million Team Business

million Team Business

million Team Business

from Each Leg

to achieve the rank.

to achieve the rank.

to achieve the rank.

to achieve the rank.

to achieve the rank.
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ECC helping you open A New Era of Millions of opportunity for
worldwide community
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ECC Worldwide Community

Etherconnect community is a world largest community, which has more then 17.5 million users, all the users are
associated with ECC ecosystem very strongly and working to words to grow their future to the next level. Even
Etherconnect Established its Sales office successfully to the 7 countries.
www.etherconnect.co

ECC Future Roadmap
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After sign up when you activate
your account & Enroll with ECC
Coin Staking the staking reward’s
will start from next 24 Hour.

Your Level Earnings will also start
from the day of activation of your
account as well as you can
withdrawl your money instantly.

Etherconnect

Business Note
Rules & Updates
Lets know more about
your earnings and profit
and rules and

Your Staking reward will also
start from the day of activation of
your account as well as you can
withdrawl your money instantly.

regulations.
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Thank You For

Econnect Limited

Your Support

Lets Connect With Etherconnect
https://etherconnect.co
support@ etherconnect.co
Join our Official Telegram Group & Channel.
https://t.me/etherconnectofficial
https://t.me/etherconnectcommunity
Follow, Like & Share our Social Media Channels.
https://www.linkedin.com/company/etherconnect/
https://www.instagram.com/Etherconnectofficial/
https://www.reddit.com/user/Etherconnct
https://twitter.com/Etherconnt
https://github.com/armsmarvin07/etherconnect

